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THERMODYNAMICS OF ELECTROLYTES. VI. 

WEAK ELECTROLYTES INCLUDING H3Po4 

Kenneth s.· Pitzer and Leonard F. Silvester 

Departm~nt of Chemistry and the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720 

(ABSTRACT) 

Equc;J.tions previouslY. developed and widely 

"' applied to the thermodynamic properties. of strong 

electrolytes are extended to solutions involving a 

dissociation equilibrium. Excellent agreement is 

obtained with the data for pure phosphoric acid to 

6M and for phosphate buffer solutions. The para-

meters of the strong electrolyte components of the 

buffer solutions are taken from other work, and 
+ the remaining parameters for H , H2Po4 , and H3Po4 

are evaluated including a pK of 2.146. The present 

method avoids ~mbiguities which for~erly arose in 

treating weak acids with as small pK as this. 

Key Words: Activity coefficient, osmotic coefficient, 

thermodynamics, solution theory, dissociation 

constant~, phosphoric acid. 
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In much. of the literature on weak electrolytes the entire 

focus is on the determination of the .dissociation constant. 

While data for solutions of finite concentration are employed, 

· the interpretation is directed entirely toward the limiting 

behavior at zero concen tra t'ion which determines the dissociation 

constant. In contrast we seek to represent the thermodynamic 

properties of such solutions over a broad range from zero to 

rather high concentration. Appropriate sets of equations 

include, of course, the dissociation constant of a weak 

electrolyte, but also ~nclude terms for interaction of 

various ~clute species both neutral and charged. 

I h 1 . f h" . 1-4 . n t e ear 1er papers o t 1s ser1es equat1ons were 

developed which represent effectively the properties of mixed 

as well as pure strong electrolytes. In the case of 2-2 salt:s, 

where some association is indicated by other measurements, it 

was feasible to treat thermodynamic properties without explicitly 

con5idering association. 3 We now consider cases where asso-

ciation is substantial and· is explicitly recognized. The 

general equation adopted earlier is readily extended to include 

terms for the associated species. 
' 5-8 

In earlier work it was found that dissociation constants 
. ' 

-4 smaller than about 10 were determined without difficulty but 

that for stronger acids, pK 2 to 4, an ambiguity arises and 

becomes greater the larger the dissociation constant. This 

problem will be considered in some detail. 

Phosphoric acid was chosen as an example 1n view of (1) 

the availability of excellent experimental data, (2) the fact 
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that its pK is in the range where ambiguities. have arisen, and 

(l) its general importance. 

General Equations 

In paper I of this series 1 the statistical mechanical 

basis was given for the form of equation adopted. In -brief 

the general framework is that of the McMillan-Mayer theory of 

solutions and the equation relating intermolecular forces and 

distributions to the osmotic pressure. 9 Since we do not 

expect to make absolute calculatioris based upon detailed short-

range intermolecular forces, we have ignored the differences 

between concentration and molality and between the McMillan

Mayer reference states and the standard states of chemical 

thermodynamics. The effects of these differences at finite 

concentration are absorbed in the virial coefficients for the 

interaction of solute species. 

The basic equation is 

1 n f(I) +- l:>---(I) 
w nw ij 1J 

n.n. + 
1 J ~- L ~- "k n.n.nk 

nw '- i j k 1 J , 1 J 

where Gex is the excess Gibbs en~rgy for a solution containing 

(1) 

nw kg of sol vent and ni, nj , etc. moles ·of solute species i, j , 

etc. Also f(I) is a function of ionic strength (also temperature 

and solvent properties) expressing the effect of long-range 

electrostatic forces between ions; >. .. (I) is a second virial 
1] 

coefficient giving the effect of short-range forces between 

species i and j (including indirect forces arising from the 
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solvent); and ~- "k is a corresponding third virial coefficient 
1) 

for the interacti~n of three solute species i, j, and k. The 

second virial coefficients for ion-ion interactions are expected 

to depend on ionic strength for theoretical reasons given in 

r 1 ; this dependence has been amply justified empirically. 

While these effects which cause a first-order variation in A 

with ionic strength for ion-ion interactions might cause 

indirect or second order variations in A'S for ion-neutral or 

neutral-neutral interactions, these latter variations should 

be very small and will be ignored. Thus A .. is a function of 
1) 

ionic strength if both i and j are charged; otherwise it is a 

constant (for a particular solvent and temperature). The third 

virial coefficients are taken as constants even when all species 

are charged and are ignored if all species have the same sign 

4 

of charge. It is assumed that the A and ~ matrices are symmetric, 

i.e., A·. =A·., etc. 
1J J 1 

The appropriate derivatives yield the activity and osmotic 

coefficients 

.Q.ny. 1 aGex zf, 2 I A. "m. = 
RT --an:- = z. + + 

1 1 1) J 1 j 
2 z. I 

ji 
1 

Ajk 3 ~. "k) mjmk(-2- + 
lJ 

(2) 

<P-1 = -
-1 I 

( ~ m i) [(If -f) + 
1 

I m.m.(>. .. +IA~-) 
ij 1 J lJ lJ 

+ 2 (3) 
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where f 1 = afjai, ~-. = aA .. /ai and the various molalities 
lJ lJ -

I 

m. = n./n . Unless both species are ions, A .. = 0. The 
1 1 w lJ 

general equations for the meastireable combinations of ion 

activities such as y± are given in 11 and III. 3 

In order to simplify these equations as far as possible 

without ignoring any important types of terms we now assume a 

solution comprising a weak_acid HA and its ions H+ and A 

and another positive ion M+ and negative ion X-. The 

composition will be stated in terms of mHA' mH, rnA, mM, and 

mx. Neutrality requires that mH + mM = rnA + mx. The resulting 

equations can readily be generalized for more complex solutions 

when desired. 

The functions for l~ng-range electrostatic forces x were 

determined in I and contain, of course, the Debye-Htickel 

limiting law. They are 

f¢ = f [f 1 -(f/I)] = -A¢[I 1/ 2/(1+1.2 Il/Z)] 

fY = ~ f 1 = -A¢[1 1/ 2/(1+1.2 I 1/ 2) + 

(2/1.2) tn (1+1.2 I 1/ 2)] 

where A¢ is the Debye-Htickel constant for the os~otic coeffi

cient and 1.2 is an empirical value discussed in I. 

For the virial coefficients for ions it proved convenient 

to define the sums which appear in equations for the pure 

electrolyte MX. For a 1-1 electrolyte these are 

1 1 
= AMX + 2 AMM + 2 ~-xx 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 



3 
CMX = 2 (JJMMX + llMXX). 

The adopted empirical forms which include 1on1c strength 

dependence of B and B' are 

where the general empirical constant a is 2.0 for all 1-1 and 

h 1 1 d h .f. (0) (1) most ot er e ectro ytes an t e spec1 1c constants BMX , BMX , 

and C~X have been determined in 11 2 for most aqueous electro

lytes of interest. 

For mixed electrolytes additional terms appear involving 

differences in virial coefficients. These have been defined 

(for mixing singly charged ions A and X, or similarly for H 

and M) 

Although the A's are presumed to vary with ionic strength, it 

was found to be a satisfactory approximation to take 

the B's to be constants. 

6 
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We turn now to the new relationships arising from association 

and from the presence of neutral solute. species. First is the 

dissociation eq.uilibrium itself where standard chemical thermo-

dynamics yields 

HA = H+ + A 

0 

6G /RT = ~n K = ~n(mHmAyHyA/mHAYHA) 

where K is the usual dissociation constant. 

(14) 

Once the HA association has been assumed, this reaction super

cedes the second virial coefficient for H+-A interaction. In 

practice one cannot determine the AH,H and AA,A terms separately, 

hence one assumes BH A to be zero. This point is discussed further 
' 

below. For neutral-neutral interactions the second and third 

virial coeffi~ients AHA HA and ~HA HA HA can be used directly. 
' ' ' 

There are four second virial coefficients for ion-neutral inter-

actions: AH,HA' AM,HA' AA,HA; and AX,HA' Only those sums or 

differences of these coefficients that correspond to electrical 

neutrality can be measured, i.e. , (AH ,HA + AA ,HA) or (AH ,HA -

Al\1 HA), etc. There are six such sums or differences, but only 
' 

three are independent. Hence, only three of these A's may be 

adjusted indepehdently. We found it more convenient to set one A 

at zero than to work with the various sum's and differences and 

chose to let AX HA = 0. Any des ired sum or 'difference can, of 
' 

course, be calculated from our results. 

There are a large number of ion-neutral third virial coeffi-

cients - far more than could be determined from data now available 

or likely to be obtained. Such terms are included only when t~ey 

are clearly required; none were required in the present example. 
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Phosphoric Acid 

There are experimental dat~ for certain buffer solutions 

as well as for pure phosphoric acid. For the pure acid the 
10 11 osmotic coefficient data based on solvent vapor pressure ' 

were used. Among various measurements on buffer solutions, 

the data of Bates 5 on HC1 - KH 2Po4 mixtures are particularly 

extensive and of the highest accuracy. For the buffer solution 

e = 0.10 from the isopiestic measurements af Childs, 
C2.,A 

Do1mes, and Platford13 which also yield wK C! A = -0.010 5 . 
' ' 

For pure H
3

Po4 the pertinent equations are as follows, 

where cp is an osmotic coefficient calculated from the water 

activity on the basis of dissociation into two ions, v = 2 

(note that Platford reports his data on the basis v = 4). 

If the actual dissociation of acid of molality m yields molality.· 

m
8 

of H+ and A-, the osmotic coefficient on that basis¢ is 

obtained from equation (3). 

(¢
1 

-l)(m+mH) = 2mH f¢ + Zm8 (m-mH)(>-H,HA + ;\A,HA) 

2 . 3 

8 

+ (m-mH) AHA,HA + Z(m-mH) UHA,HA,HA (15) 
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I 

<P (m+mH) = 2m¢. 

In addition we have the dissociation equilibrium determined 

from equation (14) and the ~xpressions for ~ 1n(yHyA) = 1n y± 

and 1n yHA which may be obtained from equation_ ~2) and several 

that follow it. 

2 
+ 3 (m-mH) ~HA HA HA" 

' . ' 

In view of the high concentrations of pure phosphoric acid to 

be considered, the third virial coefficient ~HA,HA,HA was 

included in equatiori (18). Third virial coefficients for 1on-

neutral interaction were tentatively omitted and later results 

justify th~t decision. 

For the buffer solutions with HC£(m1) and KH 2 PO~(m 2 ) the 

measured quantity is the potential E of a cell with hydrogen 

and silver-silver chloride electrodes. If the hydrogen· ion 
0 

molality" is mH and the standard potential is E , we obtain 

0 

E- E = -(RT/F) 1n(mHmlyHyC1). 

0 

( 16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19} 

Other symbols have their usual meaning and we take E = 0.2224 v. 

Since the. buffer solution measurements extend only to a max1mum 

concentration of 0.4 M, third virial coefficients are omitted 

throughout. 
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We obtain for the ionic strength I = m2 + m8 , also mHA = m1 - mH' 

mCt = m1 , mK = m2 , rnA= m2 - m1 + m8 . For these buffer 

solutions equation (2) and subsequent equations yield 

For either the pure acid or the buffer solutions it was 

necessary to eliminate the hydrogen ion molality mH by an 

iterative solution of the appropriate set of equations. 

In equations (20) and (21) all of the B and 8 parameters 

are independently known. Thus in the full array of equations 

(14) to (21) there are six parameters to be evaluated. liliilc 

all might be simultaneously evaluated from the full array of 

data for both pure acid and buffer solutions, that calculation 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 



,. 
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would be very complex and the assignment· of .appropriate weights 

would be difficult. Instead we chose to evaluate three para-

meters from each s~t of data. From the pure acid data the sum 

(>-H,HA + "A,HA) and the second and third virial coefficients 

for neutral-neutral interaction were dete~mined by appropriate 

leas~-squares methods, while K and the individual second virial 

coefficients foi ion-n~utral interaction were determined from 

data on buffer solutions. This process was iterated until all 

results were consistent. The resulting parameters are given in 

Table I. The standard deviation of fit for the buffer solutions 

was 0.0002 v. in the cell potential while for the pure acid to 

6M·it was 0.005 in the osmotic coefficient. In each case the 

fit is essentially within the experimental uncertainty. 

Figure 1 shows in the lower settion the deviations in osmotic 

coefficient as a function of total molality for each set of 

experimental measurements: In the upper portion of Figure l 

the fraction dissociated mH/m is shown. The increase in 

dissociation at very low concentration is e~pected; the minimum 

nea~ 2M and increase at higher concentration are surprising 

and are caused primarily by the large, negative value of the 

sum of ion-neutral second virial coefficients (>-H,HA + "A,HA). 
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Table I. Parameters for Phosphoric 

Acid Solution~ at 25°C. (A is H2Po4-) 

K = 7.142 5 X 10- 3 (pK = 2.14615) 

~HA HA K~ = 0.0109 5 ' ' 

)..A HA - -0.400 
' 

)...H HA = 0.290 
' 

A.K,HA = '-0.070 

Also determined from KCl - KH2Po4 mixtures 

eCR.,A = 0.10 1./J K,CR.,A = -0.0105 

12 
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Discussion 

First we recall the ambiguities noted by Bates 5 and others 6- 8 

in determining the dissociation constant of phosphoric acid. 

Bates used the conventional Debye-Hilckel expression for .an 

activity coefficient, including the term involving a distance 

of closest approach a~ and found that the value of pK obtained 

by linear extrapolation to zero ionic strength varied not only 

with the value of a but also with the buffer ratio. Also the 

slopes of the lines for different buffer ratios differed greatly. 

The primary effect of buffer ratio can be seen in equations 

(20) and (21) where the second virial terms in B's and e's have 

~ifferent coefficients involving m1 or m2 . Since these second 

virial coefficients can be measured independently, it is 

desirable to include them explicitly. Also it is important to 

note the appearance of mH in some of the coefficients of B and e 

terms. As solutions of constant buffer ratio, i.e., constant 

m2/m1 , are diluted the ratio of mH to m2 or m1 increases. Hence 

the ratios of these various coefficients of B's and e's are 

not constant for a fixed buffer ratio. This explains the 

failure of Bates' linear extrapolations to give the same pK 

even for a given _value of a. 

One might think that the effect of change of a in the 

Debye-Hlickel expression could be obtained in our equations by 

a change in the empirical parameter 1.2 in equations (4) and (5). 

But the various B and e parameters were determined with the 

expressions of f¢ and fY in equations (4) and (5) including 



the parameter 1.2. Hence we cannot now vary that parameter 

without redetermining all of the B and e values. This situation 

helps one to understand the problems in Bates treatment. The 

needed products of activity coefficients (YHYc1).and (yHyA) 

are related to the real properties of the electrolyte

components present such as HC1, KC1, and KH2Po4 , and one cannot 

properly vary these arbitrarily. Thus the Bates treatment 

would be most nearly correct for an a-value which yields 

activity coefficients that approximate those of the various 

component el~ctrolytes. Bates' final choice of pK as an 
0 0 

average of extrapolated values for a = 4 A and a = 6 A is 

appropriate on this b.asis, and his result pK = 2 .148 differs 

only slightly from our value of 2.146. 

In our treatment we omitted the second virial coefficient 
+ B for H interaction ~ith A on the basis that it was H,A 

redundant once the association equilibrium was introduced. 

It can be shown that the introduction of a small value of 

BH,A should change the dissociation constant by an amount 

~(1/K) = 2BH A. This was verified in a calculation for the , 
buffer solutions with BH A = -0.05 in which the value of K , 
changed by the expected amount and the agieement with the 

experimental data was unchanged. Not only was the standard 

deviation unchanged, but the individual differences between 

calculated and experimental cell potentials were the same to 

0.00001 v. Thus the redundancy of this parameter was 

confirmed and its omission justified. 

14 
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With respect to intermolecular phenomen~ the most inter-

esting result is the large negative value (~A,HA = -0.4) for 

the interaction of H2Po4 with H3Po4 . This indicates a tendency 

toward association to form H5P2o8 -. Presumably this species 

would be hydrogen bonded in a manner: 

H, 
0 
I 

,....H 
0 
I 

0 -P- 0- -H- -0- P -0 
I I 

0 0 
H _......... "H 

14 Evidence for this species has been presented by Elmore, et ~1 

from thermodynamic data and by Selvaratnam and Spiro15 from 

conductance and transference data, also by Childs 16 and by 

Ivakin and Voronova. 17 It has also been suggested by some of 

these authors and by Wood and . 18 Plat ford that the ion H2Po4 
has a tendency to dimerize to H4P208 

-2 This is consistent 

with the abnormally low B (0) and B(l) for sodium and potassium 

salts of H2Po4 and the relatively large, positive eCi,A = 0.1 

for the Ci . - H2Po4 mixtures. Since eCi,A = {~Ci,A - 1/2 ~Ci,Cl 

- 1/2 ~A A), if the other ~'s are small, ~AA = -0.2. Thus the 
' 

tendency of H2Po4 to dimerize is about half as great as the 

tendency of H3Po4 and H2Po4 to associate. Each of these 

associations is mild enough that the virial coefficient treatment 

is satisfactory as verified by the excellent agreement we obtained. 
14 . + Elmore, et al calculated values for the molal1ty of H 

1n phosphoric acid over a wide range of concentration using 

their model which included the H5P2o8 species. Their values 



for m8 are somewhat larger than ours, but the general trend 

is similar. Since m8 is not directly measured, it is quite 

possible for treatments to differ with respect to this quantity 

while agreeing on measured quantities such as the solvent 

vapor pressure. 

Finally, the excellent fit with experimental data 

demonstrates that our equations treating most solute inter

actions by virial coefficients can be combined with an 

association equilibrium. Also it seems clear that presently 

well-established dissociation constants (below the range of 

ambiguity discussed above) can be used in such treatments 

if desired. 
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Figure 1. Fraction dissociation of II3P04 in upper section; deviation of 
calculated from experimental osmotic coefficients in lower 
section (circles, Elmore, et allO; triangles, Platfordll). 
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